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My name is Dora Güvengiz and I’m an 11th grader in Bilkent Highschool. I would like to                 
welcome you all to the BIGMUN’21 as the vice president chair of the APQME. I can assure you                  
that every single detail has been taken care of with the utmost professionalism from start to                
finish to present you with an experience that is enriching and enjoyable. I have attended both                
national and international conferences and being an individual that puts a lot of time and effort                
to MUN with such compassion hasn’t been easy with my busy schedule but at the end, it was all                   
more than worth it. I have attended 7 conferences with 2 of them being online. Every single                 
conference I’ve attended has contributed to the formation of my personality whether it is how to                
argue in a professional environment with proper manners or preparing an academic paper that              
is bountiful with information. Throughout my MUN journey, I met wonderful that I wouldn’t have               
met otherwise that those people became a vital part of my life.MUN conferences, for a               
passionate attendant, form an individual's life with different aspects, all at the same time. If I talk                 
about myself for a bit, I’m an aspiring marine biologist with a never-ending passion for marine                
life and diving whenever I get the chance with my club. I have had a weak spot for the arts ever                     
since I can remember where interpreting the philosophy of the artist or the meaning behind the                
piece of art has become a habit that I believe everyone should pick up. I would love nothing                  
more than to bond with my delegates on a friendship level and for them to relax. I can assure                   
you I will do my very best to ensure all of you that I will contribute to creating a peaceful and                     
safe environment for everyone to express their opinions. I hope this conference will broaden              
your perspective by having much fun as you can with new potential friends. 
  



Introduction 
The Iran-Saudi Arabia proxy conflict has roots all the way stretching to 1979 when the Imperial                
State of Iran was declared as the Islamic State of Iran. Also referred to as the Middle Eastern                  
Cold War which has affected many countries including Iran and Saudi Arabia, however, its              
effects can be seen in Oman Syria, Iraq, Israel, Afghanistan, and Pakistan, just to name a few.                 
The proxy conflict can be seen within the Syrian War as both sides support opposing members                
of the Syrian War. However this conflict has surpassed only armed, it has spread to being                
geopolitics, economic and sectarian. Ever since Iran had switched from monarchy to Islamic             
governing, it had lost its allyship with America, thus also losing the allyship with Saudi Arabia.                
However, the ideology of the Iranian revolution, overthrowing monarchies, would soon be heard             
throughout the Middle East, which much of it was monarchic at the time. Egypt, Bahrain, Syria,                
Lebanon, and most importantly, Saudi Arabia would have uprisings similar to the one in Iran,               
with mixed results. When the Arab Spring started to cause waves across the Middle East and                
North Africa, that was when the tension between Iran and Saudi Arabia increased. As the Arab                
Spring caused political instability in these regions, Saudi Arabia formed the Gulf Union as a part                
of the Gulf Cooperation Council to strengthen ties in the Middle East. As Saudi Arabia was the                 
leading nation in the union, the matters discussed in the uprisings eventually made Iran a               
regional rival, where the conflict continues to this day.  
 
Key terms and definitions 
 

1. Arab Spring: A chain of anti-government riots and armed attacks which spread across             
the Middle East in the 2010s. This oppression began in Tunisia by the low-income              
population which quickly spread throughout the Middle East. 

 

2. Cold war: A war in which two or more states do not involve in military action but try to                   
harm the other nation through politics and economics. A cold war could also be done by                
espionage and could aid the nation in harming the opposing nation in the ways              
aforementioned.  
 

3. Gulf Union: The Gulf Union, previously the Gulf Cooperation Council was formed in 1981              
by Saudi Arabia to plan economic growth and military actions. In 2011, the GCC was               
transformed into the Gulf Union which was meant for stronger cooperation between            
states which include all states within the Persian Gulf, and all nations in the Arabian               
Peninsula, excluding Yemen and Syria.  
 

4. Organization of Islamic Cooperation: Founded in 1969, it consists of 57 member states             
with 49 of them being a Muslim-majority country. The OIC was formed after a charter               
had been written in 1969, originally referred to as the Organisation of the Islamic              
Conference, it is also the second-largest union, only behind the United Nations. 

 
 



5. Council of Foreign Ministers: The Council of Foreign Ministers is a council composed of              
the Soviet Union, USA, China, and France. The main purpose of the CFM was to aid in                 
peace treaties between WW2 involved countries and most recently their involvement           
within this conflict.  
 
 

 
 
 
Background Information 
  
The encounter between the two harsh adversaries Iran and Saudi Arabia has immersed a few               
Middle Eastern nations and numerous provincial and worldwide Islamic associations, for           
example, the League of Arab States, the Gulf Cooperation Council, and the Organization of              
Islamic Cooperation (OIC). This paper will zero in on the effect of the Saudi-Iranian contention               
on the OIC. OIC—the biggest worldwide body after the UN, including 57 Muslim states—moved              
Saudi Arabia in its discretionary altercation with Iran in an unforgiving enemy of Iranian goal               
gave on January 21, 2016. The goal blamed Tehran for supporting psychological warfare and              
intruding on other nations' undertakings. The OIC had stayed quiet, in any case, on Riyadh's               
execution of a conspicuous Shi'a priest, Sheik Nimr al-Nimr, which set off a developing fracture               
between the two territorial adversaries. The OIC has customarily noticed an exacting approach             
of nonpartisanship, leaning toward not to side transparently with any of its part states when it                
came to differences among them. Notwithstanding, in August 2012, the late Saudi King             
Abdullah called a crisis Islamic culmination to think about the issue of Syria's suspension from               
the OIC, quite possibly the most politically disruptive issues for part states at that point. Due to                 
its dubious nature, the General Secretariat covered the highest point's plan in the metaphorical              
subject of "Advancement of Islamic Solidarity." 
  
This time, be that as it may, the OIC's methodology was strangely unique and as opposed to                 
acting in the soul of "Islamic fortitude," it gathered a "corrective" crisis meeting of the Council of                 
Foreign Ministers (CFM) on January 21, 2016, with the sole objective of excoriating one of its                
own part states. At first, the OIC appeared to determine the deadlock between Saudi Arabia and                
Iran by methods for discretion. Tareq Bakheit, the OIC's overseer of political undertakings,             
radiated confidence only nine days before the OIC crisis meeting and said the association would               
be set up to assume the job of the middle person. He brought up the OIC couldn't mediate in the                    
inner issues of part nations or side with one nation against another.OIC Secretary-General Iyad              
Madani was similarly ready to look for a conciliatory arrangement and help with repairing the               
demolishing relations between Saudi Arabia and Iran. 
 
Saudi Arabia and OIC 
 
With the remarkable exemption of Saudi Arabia, the Arab Spring offered to ascend to fierce               
clashes and extended common battles in numerous Arab OIC part states Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq,              
Syria, Libya, Yemen, and Tunisia. Under these conditions, the 2013 Cairo Islamic culmination             



meeting chose Madani, a Saudi public and previous pastor of culture and data,             
secretary-general of the OIC. Around then, the political race was in no little measure a               
recognition for Saudi Arabia's political solidness, financial thriving, and strong worldwide           
standing.  
 
In contrast to a possibly disruptive political plan, Madani thought about the regular Islamic              
qualities as the most feasible establishment to join the OIC. Despite seemingly insurmountable             
opposition, in the initial two years of his residency Madani applied a lot of exertion,               
fundamentally in organization with Middle Eastern part states, to develop local zones of "normal              
strict and social space" to withstand difficulties inside the Islamic world. Be that as it may, these                 
endeavors brought no unmistakable outcomes. Probably understanding the worthlessness of          
building-wide Islamic collusions inside the OIC, Madani bit by bit started to draw on restricted               
and politically closer associations, similar to the GCC and the Arab League, which put its part                
states—and particularly Saudi Arabia—at the OIC's middle stage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Timeline 
 

Years: Events: 



1979 Revolution: 
  
Iran’s revolution threatened the place that      
Saudi Arabia’s legitimacy that has been in       
progress that started around the 1930s.      
Saudi Arabia built its legitimacy by its       
possession of Mecca and Medina. Iranians      
at that time tumbled their authority with       
Islamists who were out to start a revolution        
for the whole Islamic world. This revolution       
encouraged the overthrowing of rulers in      
these Islamic states. Iran at the time had the         
most influence on the situation with Iran       
consisting of Shiites and that they had the        
power to reach out to Shia groups. 
  
Some Shia groups in Saudi Arabia that       
made up the 10 percent cut decided to        
protest in solidarity, stoking Saudi fears of       
internal unrest and separatism. In     
accordance with these events, Saudi Arabia      
started to recognize Iran as a threat and they         
started looking for ways to strike back. 

1980-1988 The first proxy war: 
  
In 1980, Saddam Hussein invaded Iran in       
the hope to seize oil-rich territory. Although       
Saudi Arabia saw Iran as a threat, they        
backed Iran used, hoping that the Iranian       
revolution would stop. This war lasted for 8        
years where millions of people have died       
and suffered due to them being exposed to        
heavy warfare, chemical weapon attacks,     
etc. Years of fighting weakened Iran and       
they decided to pause their mission to get        
their word out to the other countries but        
rather they wanted to over-turn Saudi-led,      
American-backed regional order that Tehran     
saw as an existential threat. America’s      
involvement was figured to have been      
present due to them wanting to keep their        
access to vast oil and gas reserves that lie         
between the rivals. 



1989-2002 Saudi Arabia, wishing to contain Iran's range       
to the area's minority Shiite populaces,      
looked to solidify Sunni-Shiite fractures.     
Government programs advanced "hostile to     
Shia instigation in schools, Islamic colleges,      
and the media. These sorts of actions       
promoted the development of partisan     
apprehensions that went as far as violence       
that would, later on, feed into the ideology of         
the Islamic State. In 1990, Iraq attacked       
Kuwait, a Saudi ally. The United States, in        
the wake of removing the Iraqis, set up army         
installations in the locale to shield its       
partners from Iraq. This further inclined the       
local force balance against Iran, which      
considered the American forces as a danger.       
Iraq's mortifying destruction additionally    
prodded a significant number of its residents       
to ascend, especially in more unfortunate      
networks that turned out to be Shiite Arab. 
  
Saddam's system turned out to be expressly       
partisan, enlarging Sunni-Shiite partitions to     
stop future uprisings. That permitted Iran,      
actually stressed over Iraq, to develop      
partners among Iraq's undeniably    
disappointed Shiites, including state armies     
that had ascended. Despite the fact that it        
was not evident at that point, Iraq had        
become a liability, one that would light when        
its administration was brought down 10      
years after the fact. 



2003-2004 The 2003 American-drove intrusion, by     
bringing down an Iraqi government that had       
been threatening to both Saudi Arabia and       
Iran, overturned the area's capacity balance.      
Iran persuaded that the United States and       
Saudi Arabia would introduce a malleable      
Iraqi government — and recollecting the      
repulsions they had caused on Iran during       
the 1980s — hustled to fill the after war         
vacuum. Its influence with Shiite gatherings,      
which are Iraq's biggest segment gathering,      
permitted it to impact Baghdad governmental      
issues. 
  
Iran likewise employed Shiite civilian armies      
to control Iraqi roads and sabotage the       
American-drove occupation. In any case,     
partisan brutality took on its own      
unavoidable energy, rushing the nation's     
slide into a common war. Saudi Arabia       
looked to coordinate Iran's compass in any       
case, following quite a while of abusing its        
own Shiite populace, battled to make      
advances with those in Iraq. This was the        
principal sign that Saudi Arabia's technique      
for containing Iran, by cultivating     
sectarianism and adjusting itself to the      
district's Sunni dominant part, had reverse      
discharges. As Sunni governments fell and      
Sunni civilian armies went to jihadism,      
Riyadh would be left with not many       
dependable intermediaries. 
  
As their opposition in Iraq warmed up, Saudi        
Arabia and Iran tried to balance each other        
through another feeble state: Lebanon. 



2005-2010 Lebanon gave the ideal opening: a delicate       
majority rules system recuperating from     
common battle, with gatherings and waiting      
for civilian armies fundamentally coordinated     
by religion. Iran and Saudi Arabia abused       
those elements, pursuing another sort of      
intermediary battle "not on ordinary military      
combat zones, but rather inside the      
homegrown governmental issues of    
debilitated institutional structures. Iran, for     
example, upheld Hezbollah, the Shiite local      
army, and political development, which it had       
prior developed to use against Israel.      
Riyadh, thus, piped cash to political partners,       
for example, the Sunni head administrator,      
Rafik Hariri. By contending along Lebanon's      
strict lines, they helped drive the Lebanese       
government's regular breakdowns, as    
gatherings depended on an unfamiliar     
sponsor who needed to contradict each      
other more than fabricate a working state.       
With Iran advancing Hezbollah as the      
country's protector and Saudi Arabia backing      
the Lebanese military, neither had a full       
command, and Lebanon attempted to keep      
up the order. As the unfamiliar forces       
heightened their enmity, Lebanon's    
brokenness spiraled into brutality. In 2005,      
after Mr. Hariri required the withdrawal of       
Iranian-sponsored Syrian soldiers, he was     
killed. 



2011-2014 At the point when the Arab Spring brought        
down governments across the Middle East,      
a significant number of them Saudi partners,       
Riyadh expected that Iran would again fill the        
vacuums. So it hurried to close them, on        
occasion with power. It guaranteed billions in       
guide to Jordan, Yemen, Egypt, and others,       
frequently asking those administrations to     
break down. After favorable to vote based       
system dissenters ascended in Bahrain, a      
Saudi partner whose Sunni ruler rules over a        
lion's share Shiite populace, Saudi Arabia      
sent 1,200 troops. In Egypt, Saudi Arabia       
implicitly upheld a 2013 military takeover,      
considering the to be a more solid partner        
than the chosen Islamist government it      
supplanted. As Libya fell into a common war,        
it supported a firm stance general who was        
heading to merge control. Though Iran has       
little impact in one or the other nation, Saudi         
Arabia's dread of losing ground to Iran made        
it battle more enthusiastically to hold impact       
any place it could, investigators believe.      
Syria, an Iranian partner, switched the      
standard dynamic. Saudi Arabia and other      
oil-rich Sunni states directed cash and arms       
to rebels, including Sunni Islamists. Iran      
interceded thusly, sending officials and later      
Hezbollah to battle for Syria's administration,      
whose pioneers generally follow an order of       
Shiism. Their mediations, common war     
researchers state, helped lock Syria in the       
always demolishing impasse that has     
executed more than 400,000. 



 
Involved Parties 
  
Iranian Supporters and Proxies: 
  
Hezbollah: 
  
Hezbollah was established in the mid-1980s as a consequence of the Islamic Revolution in Iran               
by a gathering of around 500 aggressors from the Iranian Revolutionary Guards. The authors              
intended to propel the extreme Islamist philosophy of the Iranian strict pastors and battle a               
battle against Western impact in Lebanon and the region. Even today, when Hezbollah is a               
political and military association with huge homegrown and territorial impact, its chiefs and             

2015-2016 The United States has attempted to      
reestablish the locale's balance. President     
Obama has asked Iran and Saudi Arabia "to        
locate a compelling method to share the       
area and foundation some kind of chilly       
harmony. The atomic concurrence with Iran,      
rather than quieting Saudi nerves, hit on       
apprehensions that the United States needs      
to relinquish them to align with Iran. The        
White House searched for alternate     
approaches to console Saudi pioneers,     
encouraging arms deals, and sitting above      
Saudi activities in Egypt and Bahrain. At that        
point came Yemen. An agitator bunch with       
free connections to Iran removed the      
Saudi-sponsored president, developing   
Riyadh's feelings of trepidation. Saudi Arabia      
dispatched a besieging effort that exacted      
repulsiveness on regular folks however     
cultivated little else. 
  
The attack gets hefty American help,      
however, the United States has not many       
interests in Yemen other than     
counterterrorism and here and there     
condemns the mission. In return, Riyadh      
submitted to the Iran arrangement and      
started to take cues from Washington on       
Syria. Yet, the fundamental intermediary war      
remained. 



administrators answer to the order of the Supreme Leader of Iran, both in the political and strict                 
domains. 
  
Hezbollah depends on Iran for practically all parts of its reality. Its spending plan of countless                
dollars a year comes on the whole from Iran. Hezbollah utilizes this spending plan to finance                
social and social exercises for the prosperity of the Lebanese Shiite populace, through which it               
baits them to hold fast to its belief system; to keep up political exercises and coalitions, and to                  
execute military operations. Hezbollah's dependence on Iran is wide going and critical. Besides             
weapons arrangement, the Iranian armed force and the IRGC Quds Force, in the past drove by                
Qassem Soleimani and right now under the order of Ismail Qaani, direct Hezbollah's power              
development, key and operational design of the following war, and readiness and preparing of              
officers and contenders. Furthermore, there are Iranians straightforwardly liable for explicit units            
inside Hezbollah. 
  
The battling in Syria fills in as an away from the colossal force Iran holds over Hezbollah. As                  
indicated by Hanin Ghaddar of the Washington Institute, the Iranian oversight over Hezbollah             
officers in Syria expanded altogether since Soleimani and IRGC warriors were dispatched to the              
front line. 
  
From Iran's point of view, Hezbollah is to a great extent repetitive in the gradually stewing                
struggle with Washington. It as of now has the Houthis in Yemen and Shiite state armies in Iraq                  
available to it. Hezbollah would possibly effectively become an integral factor if there were a               
completely fledged battle between the United States and Iran, or if the Syrian government were               
to choose to react to Israel over its control of Golan Heights and the customary bombarding of                 
Iranian resources on its domain. Hezbollah is profoundly dug in southern Syria with contenders              
and weaponry. Iran's following stage relies upon how much further the United States pushes.              
Iran is developing more urgent as its channels for selling oil are evaporating even with U.S.                
sanctions. In the event that the United States raises its financial weight by, for instance, blocking                
Iran's big haulers or forcing sanctions on organizations purchasing its oil, Tehran is probably              
going to grow its counter as a substitute to incorporate its partnered Iraqi local armies, which are                 
all around put to hit American resources. 
  
 
Syrian Government: 
  
All through the battle in Syria, Iran has arisen as a predominant unfamiliar effect on the most                 
wicked and disastrous clash the area has known. Tehran is determinedly applying its monetary,              
military, and financial assets to prop up Syrian President Bashar al-Assad's system, paying little              
heed to its barbarities. A big part of 10 years into the Syrian war, Iran has set up significant                   
traction in the nation, turning into an irrefutable element of any probably post-war scene. 
  
The Iran-Syria union dates to the primary years after the Iranian Revolution (1979). Syria was               
the lone Arab nation that has unequivocally remained by Iran during the grisly Iran–Iraq War               
(1980–88). While Syria is probably common, the coalition has been established with a             



proportion of strict and philosophical partiality: Syria's Alawite initiative, was recognized as Shia             
by the Lebanese Shiite pastor Musa al-Sadr during the 1970s, and significant Shia holy places               
and dedications are situated in Damascus. Above all, the two sides announce themselves as              
completely dedicated to "opposition" against Israel. 
  
The essential settlement between these two nations extended when Bashar al-Assad acquired            
Syria's administration from his dad (2000). Iran and Lebanese Hezbollah pioneer, Hasan            
Nasrallah, became watchmen and guides of the inexperienced ruler. Iran got associated with             
Syria's most touchy safeguard issues and utilized the Syrian domain to move progressed arms              
to Hezbollah. 
  
Since the beginning of the contention in 2011, Syria turned out to be progressively subject to                
Iran. The Quds Force, the first-class extraterritorial arm of the Iranian Islamic Revolutionary             
Guard Corps (IRGC), once drove by General Qassem Soleimani and as of now under the order                
of Ismail Qaani, turned into a coordinated part of the system's spine, and led unfamiliar               
contribution on the ground. 
  
From the outset, the Iranians attempted to prop up the system and forestall the fall of Damascus                 
and the essential northern urban areas under the control of the dissidents, with the restricted               
dynamic association. Iran upheld the system by arms moves, monetary guide, and military             
counsel. 
  
Towards mid-2015, mounting accomplishments of the Islamic State, Jabhat Al-Nusra, and other            
radical gatherings cast genuine questions on the capacity of the Assad system to endure. Iran,               
considering Assad's to be as an essential interest, heightened its help of the system and raised                
its inclusion in Syria. Iran's dynamic contribution was reinforced by the sending of an enormous               
number of Shiite unfamiliar warriors: Lebanese Hezbollah just as Afghan, Iraqi, and Pakistani             
civilian armies. 
  
Consequently, Iran has had a vital part—close by Russia—in changing the course of the battle               
for the Assad system. Shiite contenders headed the battling that brought significant regional             
increases against the resistance, most outstandingly Aleppo (late 2016). They have directed            
their concentration toward Eastern Syria just recently, coming into the restricted clash with             
Western-sponsored civilian armies battling against the Islamic State. 
 
  
  
  
Russia: 
  
The Soviet Union was the primary state to perceive the Islamic Republic of Iran, in February                
1979. During the Iran–Iraq War, nonetheless, it provided Saddam Hussein with a lot of              
traditional arms. Preeminent Leader Ayatollah Khomeini considered Islam primarily         
contradictory with the socialist standards, (for example, skepticism) of the Soviet Union, leaving             



the common Saddam as a partner of Moscow. Nonetheless, during the war, the USA forced an                
arms ban on Iran, and the Soviet Union provided arms to Iran by means of North Korea. 
  
After the battle, in 1989, Iran made arms manage the Soviet Union. With the fall of the USSR,                  
Tehran–Moscow relations encountered an unexpected expansion in strategic and business          
relations, and Russia before long acquired the Soviet-Iranian arms bargains. By the mid-1990s,             
Russia had just consented to proceed with work on building up Iran's atomic program, with               
plans to wrap up developing the atomic reactor plant at Bushehr, which had been deferred for                
almost 20 years. Russia is a central member of Iran's endeavors to battle U.S. yearnings in the                 
Middle East and has wide help across the political range in Tehran. As anyone might expect,                
the joint Iranian-Russian-Chinese maritime drill in the Indian Ocean and Gulf of Oman in              
December 2019 was hailed by both the "reformist" camp and the "traditionalist" camp inside              
Iran. 
  
As indicated by Tehran, Russia and Iran share similar perspectives on different key issues in               
the district, and that fills in as a solid inspiration to grow its military organization with the                 
Russians. The inclination is shared too: Russia has upheld Iran on an assortment of significant               
issues and it likewise sees Tehran as a significant partner. Russia has rejected a few goals                
against Iran in the UN Security Council, restricted U.S. strain to incorporate Iran's rocket              
program as a component of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (as the 2015 Iran atomic                
arrangement is authoritatively known), and upheld Iran's solicitation to join the Shanghai            
Cooperation Organization (SCO), a territorial financial and security partnership. 
  
A joint effort among Iran and Russia in the political, monetary, and military fields has expanded                
generously as of late. The two are additionally collaborating unequivocally on insight and             
security matters, as has been seen in Syria and was clarified by the purported Iran links, which                 
were as of late distributed by The Intercept and The New York Times. 
  
In the financial field, Russia is attempting to help Iran climate the U.S.- upheld bans against it                 
and has been hailed by Iran for its help. In doing as such, be that as it may, the Russians are                     
likewise making sure about their own monetary advantages in the Middle East. To this end, the                
Russians are quick to join the Instrument in Support of Trade Exchanges (INSTEX), another              
monetary system that was made at first by the UK, France, and Germany to keep up an                 
exchange with Iran and sidestep U.S. sanctions. Other current individuals incorporate Denmark,            
Sweden, Finland, the Netherlands, and Belgium. Iran and Russia are likewise allegedly near a              
concession to utilizing their public monetary standards instead of the U.S. dollar in their              
reciprocal exchange. 
  
In spite of these regions of cooperation, Iran is very much aware that Russia isn't driven by a                  
longing to see an excessively solid and autonomous Iran. The Mashregh News organization,             
which is near the Iranian insight device, has said that Iran should not be reliant on nations like                  
Russia for help in its military projects, highlighting Russian hesitance to sell its S-300 long-range               
surface-to-air rocket framework to Iran. In a new article on the first page of the reformist paper                 
Shargh, and repeated by the state-possessed Iranian Students News Agency, it was expressed             



that both Russia and China need a powerless Iran and that enrollment in the SCO isn't really to                  
Iran's greatest advantage. The creator, an educator at the University of Tehran, inferred that              
being excessively near the "East" (which means Russia) is as perilous as being excessively              
near the "West" (which means the U.S. also, Europe). 
  
Houthi Rebels: 
  
Based out of Yemen's northwest, the Houthis previously came to global conspicuousness in             
2015, when they brought down the public authority of Yemen's leader and provincial U.S.              
partner, Abed Rabbo Mansour Hadi. Their set of experiences, in any case, extends back to the                
mid-1990s, when a gathering called Shabab al-Muminin (the Believing Youth) attempted to            
bring issues to light about the Zaydi part of Shiite Islam, which had ruled Yemen for quite a long                   
time, however, was sidelined after a common battle during the 1960s. Hussein al-Houthi, one of               
the heads of the Believing Youth, started organizing against American fights after the U.S.-              
drove intrusion of Iraq in 2003. At the point when Houthi was executed by government powers in                 
2003, his allies renamed their gathering after him and proceeded with a move from strict dissent                
to an equipped uprising. Iranian support of the Houthis seems to have expanded over the long                
haul. However, specialists on Iran's organization of intermediaries state the Houthis are among             
the most un-reliant on Tehran for monetary and military help and dynamic. Despite the fact that                
the Houthis started as an essentially nearby development, and the philosophy of the Zaydi part               
of Shiite Islam is fundamentally unique in relation to that rehearsed by the Islamic Republic of                
Iran, the gathering is important for a wide organization of Tehran-upheld outfitted groups in the               
Middle East. A 2009 discretionary link sent by the U.S. International safe haven in Yemen said                
that as opposed to the Yemeni government's cases that the gathering was being furnished by               
Iran, "most examiners report that the Houthis get their weapons from the Yemeni underground              
market" and from Yemen's military. In 2017, Reuters met an anonymous Iranian authority who              
said that the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps had held a gathering on approaches to              
"enable" the Houthis. "At this gathering, they consented to expand the measure of help, through               
preparing, arms and monetary help," the authority said. 
  
Iran has given authority dissents of allegations that it is outfitting the Houthis, yet captured               
weapons shipments in the Arabian Sea have yielded rifles, rocket launchers, antitank guided             
rockets, and weapons that seem to have been on the way from Iran to Yemen for the rebellion. 
  
 
North Korea: 
  
Consistently, the Imperial State of Iran had no relations with the Democratic People's Republic              
of Korea in its initial years, especially because of Iran having relations with the Republic of                
Korea that were set up in 1962. The two nations were associated in the U.S.- drove Western                 
Bloc during the Cold War. In 1979, the favorable to the U.S. government was removed and was                 
supplanted with the Islamic Republic. 
  



Regardless of the two nations' shared enmity to U.S. international strategies, the particular             
public interests of North Korea and the Islamic Republic of Iran were regularly significantly              
unique in relation to one another. For example, North Korea, however it furnished Iran with               
military help during the Iran–Iraq War made rehashed endeavors to standardize its relations             
with the Iraqi government. In 1982, the North Korean specialists subtly welcomed an Iraqi              
designation to Pyongyang, yet the Iraqi government sent just an informal delegate. The             
discussions fizzled, yet the endeavor uncovered that North Korea was not philosophically            
dedicated to Iran's campaign against Saddam Hussein. The Iranian chiefs chose to keep up              
strategic relations with both North and South Korea. During the new between Korean security              
emergencies, Iranian news organizations generally cited the assertions of the Korean Central            
News Agency in corresponding with the assertions made by Western and South Korean             
lawmakers, without demonstrating any recognizable inclination for either side. 
  
Nor were the two states in full harmony in receiving a situation toward the different indications of                 
global psychological warfare. From one viewpoint, both Iran and North Korea gave military help              
to Hezbollah in Lebanon, and they effectively agreed with Syrian president Bashar al-Assad             
against the Syrian wing of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant during the Syrian Civil War.                  
North Korea and Iran held generously various perspectives about the contentions in which the              
Taliban, the Boko Haram, and the Iraqi wing of ISIL were included. While North Korea focused                
on that U.S. endeavors to stifle these associations comprised impedance in the inner             
undertakings of Afghanistan, Nigeria, and Iraq, the Iranian chiefs, who viewed Sunni Salafi             
fanaticism as an immediate danger to their own advantages, consistently blamed America for             
not endeavoring adequately hard to dispose of these gatherings or in any event, trying to agree                
with them. 
 
 
 
Saudi Arabia Supporters and Proxies: 
 
Gulf Cooperation Council: 
  
As to Iran's military arrangements, numerous GCC Iran watchers note Iran's arrangements to             
create atomic capacities and view the likely ramifications as extremely hazardous for the GCC's              
long-term security possibilities. Not all GCC experts are as vexed as some with Tehran's choice               
to go through $2 billion per year to revamp its military. Considering the way that Iran's military                 
was broken in the Iran-Iraq War, various examiners, for instance, call attention to that $2 billion                
per year in itself is certifiably not a disturbing sum for building the nation's powers back up,                 
particularly if Iran is to have any desire for buying a superior airplane. Similarly as with the                 
development of the GCC nations' own military, and, despite the hostile idea of Iran's              
submarines, they reason that buys alone don't really show the aims of Iran's general military               
acquisition program. Likewise, inside the United Nations and the more extensive worldwide            
circle, GCC examiners recognize Tehran's positive help for the U.N. goals against Iraq. In such               
a manner, they especially valued Tehran's refusal to acknowledge any of the monetary and              
different motivators that Saddam Hussein offered Iran as a method for debilitating the worldwide              



ban on Iraq both during and resulting in his powers' control of Kuwait. Notwithstanding, it has                
gotten a matter of worry that Iraq, all the more as of late, has figured out how to ship                   
20,000-30,000 barrels of oil a day into Iran by truck, and Iran keeps on exchanging with Iraq. 
  
During the Iran-Iraq War, when the GCC arranged help in the U.N. Security Council, in Europe                
and in the more extensive worldwide network to pressure Tehran, unmistakably Iran would             
neither pardon nor fail to remember the gathering of worldwide and territorial powers             
accordingly displayed against it. On the other hand, neither has the GCC failed to remember               
Iran's cruel criticisms of its dependence on the West to finish the Iran-Iraq War and, later, to                 
invert Iraq's animosity against Kuwait The GCC nations recognize that their choice to keep up               
close key, monetary and guard relations with Western nations, and the United States             
specifically, doesn't come cost-free. The expense is true Iranian judgment. They need to live              
with the way that Iran believes a few GCC nations to be customer conditions of the West. They                  
need to ceaselessly hear that their … 
  
…relations with Washington are nevertheless a perfect representation of the previous           
Pahlavi-American association. They need to fight with Tehran's purposeful publicity connecting           
America and, likewise, the GCC what's more, other Arab expresses that help out the United               
States, with Zionism and colonialism. The strategy is to convince however many of Iran's              
American companions as could reasonably be expected to go along with it in doing whatever is                
conceivable to make Arabs constantly disillusioned with Americans, Americans consistently          
disillusioned with Arabs, and Arabs baffled with Arabs. 
  
People’s Mujahedin of Iran: 
  
Since its outcast from Iran in the mid-1980s, the MEK has been focused on the ousting of the                  
Islamic republic. In any case, it started during the 1960s as an Islamist-Marxist understudy local               
army, which assumed a conclusive job in assisting with overturning the Shah during the 1979               
Iranian insurgency. Following the transformation, Khomeini utilized the security benefits, the           
courts, and the media to interfere with the MEK's political help and afterward smash it all                
together. After it retaliated, murdering in excess of 70 senior heads of the Islamic republic –                
including the president and Iran's main equity – in bold bomb assaults, Khomeini requested a               
brutal crackdown on MEK individuals and supporters. The survivors fled the nation. Saddam             
Hussein, who was battling a ridiculous battle against Iran with the support of the UK and the US,                  
saw an occasion to send the banished MEK warriors against the Islamic republic. In 1986, he                
offered the gathering weapons, money, and an immense army installation named Camp Ashraf,             
just 50 miles from the line with Iran. or right around twenty years, under their upset chief                 
Massoud Rajavi, the MEK arranged assaults against regular citizen and military focuses across             
the boundary in Iran and assisted Saddam with stifling his own homegrown foes. However,              
subsequent to favoring Saddam – who aimlessly bombarded Iranian urban areas and regularly             
utilized substance weapons in a war that cost 1,000,000 lives – the MEK lost practically all the                 
help it had held inside Iran. Individuals were presently broadly viewed as backstabbers. 
  



Separated inside its Iraqi base, under Rajavi's fixing grasp, the MEK became clique like. A               
report charged by the US government, in view of meetings inside Camp Ashraf, later presumed               
that the MEK had "large numbers of the normal attributes of a religion, for example, tyrant                
control, seizure of resources, sexual control (counting compulsory separation and abstinence),           
passionate segregation, constrained work, lack of sleep, actual maltreatment and restricted           
leave choices". 
  
After the US attack of Iraq, the MEK dispatched a sumptuous campaigning effort to turn around                
its assignment as a fear-based oppressor association – in spite of reports involving the              
gathering in deaths of Iranian atomic researchers as of late as 2012. Rajavi has not been seen                 
since 2003 – most investigators expect he is dead – yet under the administration of his                
significant other, Maryam Rajavi, the MEK has won extensive help from segments of the US and                
European right, energetic for partners in the battle against Tehran. 
  
In 2009, the UK delisted the MEK as a fear gathering. The Obama organization eliminated the                
gathering from the US dread rundown in 2012 and later arranged its migration to Albania. 
  
  
At the yearly "Free Iran" gathering that the gathering stages in Paris each late spring, many                
chosen US and UK agents – alongside resigned lawmakers and military authorities –             
transparently require the ousting of the Islamic republic and the establishment of Maryam Rajavi              
as the head of Iran. Finally, at year's Paris rally, the Conservative MP David Amess reported                
that "system change … is finally inside our grip". On a similar occasion, Bolton – who supported                 
battle with Iran well before he joined the Trump organization – declared that he anticipated that                
the MEK should be in force in Tehran before 2019. "The conduct and the goals of the system                  
won't change and, consequently, the solitary arrangement is to change the system itself," he              
proclaimed. 
  
Kurdish Democratic Party of Iran: 
  
The Kurdish Democratic Party of Iran (KDPI) was established after World War II, as a splinter of                 
an Association for the Resurrection of Kurdistan, the gathering was for all intents and purposes               
exchanged when Kurdish disobedience was squashed in 1966-67. It was reinstituted after 1973             
when Dr. Abd ar-Rahman Qasemlu was chosen as the party's Secretary-General. As of now,              
the gathering is driven by its Secretary-General, Moustapha Hedjri. The KDPI is the biggest and               
best coordinated of the Kurdish resistance gatherings and looks for self-governance for the             
Kurds in Iran. It works from its bases in Iraq against the Islamic system. In the mid-1980s a                  
proportion of self-rule in the Kurdish zones of western Iran was accomplished after conflicts              
between KDPI guerrillas and Revolutionary Guards, bringing about the latter's withdrawal from            
Mahabad, Sanandaj, and Kamyaran, until a recharged government hostile which purportedly left            
1,000 Kurds and 500 government troops dead. During the 1990s furnished conflicts have             
proceeded among KDPI and government powers, including bombarding assaults against Iranian           
Kurds, both in western Iran and inside the Iraqi region. 
  



Endeavors made external the nation by the KDPI to arrange a settlement on Kurdish              
self-governance with the Government of Iran brought about the death of the KDPI's past              
initiative. On 18 September 1992, the Iranian Kurdish pioneer, Sadik Sharafkindi, and three             
others were killed in a café in Berlin, where Mr. Sharafkindi had gone to hold mystery self-rule                 
chats with the Iranian government delegates. A past endeavor in 1989 additionally finished with              
the death of then-KDPI pioneer Abdul Rahman Qassemlou in Vienna. 
Jaish ul-Adl: 
  
Israel: 
  
The Times has revealed that Saudi Arabia has tried the capacity to remain down their air                
safeguards to permit an Israeli strike on Iran to go through their airspace. The two countries                
have denied this. Regardless of not having official conciliatory relations, they help out one              
another by insight trade, particularly about Iran[citation needed]. In a gathering at the             
Washington office of the Council on Foreign Relations, Anwar Eshki, a resigned significant             
general in the Saudi military and Dore Gold, a previous Israeli envoy near Prime Minister               
Benjamin Netanyahu, examined "their basic advantages in contradicting Iran". 
  
In June 2017, previous Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Ya'alon expressed that "We and the              
Arabs, similar Arabs who coordinated in an alliance in the Six-Day War to attempt to obliterate                
the Jewish state, today wind up in almost the same situation with us … The Sunni Arab nations,                  
aside from Qatar, are generally in a comparable situation with us since we as a whole consider                 
a to be Iran as the main danger against us all,".A conciliatory link from Israel's unfamiliar service                 
to its abroad consulates taught Israeli negotiators to move the Saudi Arabian-drove intercession             
in Yemen, and to move Saudi Arabia in Iran–Saudi Arabia intermediary struggle, as an              
approach to apply pressure against Iran and Hezbollah, which are opponents of both Israel and               
Saudi Arabia. The link was spilled to Israel's Channel 10 News in November 2017. 
  
On 19 November 2017, Energy Minister Yuval Steinitz said that Israel has had secret contacts               
with Saudi Arabia in the midst of regular worries over Iran. This is the principal public                
confirmation of participation between the two nations by a senior Israeli authority. 
In November 2017, the Israel Defense Forces head of general staff gave a selective meeting to                
Saudi media. Lieutenant General Gadi Eizenkot affirmed Israel's eagerness "to trade           
encounters with moderate Arab nations and trade insight to stand up to Iran" and noticing that                
on specific issues, "there is the finished arrangement among us and Saudi Arabia." In              
November 2018, Netanyahu freely safeguarded Saudi Crown Prince Mohammad container          
Salman in the wake of the slaughtering of Jamal Khashoggi, expressing "it is significant for the                
steadiness of the locale and the world that Saudi Arabia stays stable", and secretly asked the                
U.S. organization to keep up its solid security relationship with Saudi Arabia. In December 2018,               
the Wall Street Journal composed that Ahmad Asiri, the overall idea to be focal in the homicide                 
of Jamal Khashoggi, had likewise been focal in the associations between Saudi Arabia and              
Israel. He had visited Israel a few times, being the most elevated put Saudi authority to do as                  
such. 
  



United States: 
  
Progressive U.S. Organizations have alluded to the Saudi government as a significant            
accomplice, and U.S. arms deals and related security participation have proceeded with            
legislative oversight and some legislative resistance. The Trump Administration, similar to its            
new archetypes, acclaims Saudi government counterterrorism endeavors. Guard ties         
additionally stay solid. Since 2009, the presidential branch has informed Congress of proposed             
unfamiliar military deals to Saudi Arabia of significant safeguard articles and administrations            
with a likely total estimation of almost $139 billion. 
  
Since March 2015, the U.S.- prepared Saudi military has utilized U.S.- inception weaponry and,              
now and again, U.S. strategic help and shared insight, on the side of military tasks in Yemen.                 
Some in Congress have become condemning U.S. strategy toward Saudi Arabia and the             
realm's administration considering Saudi arrangement in Yemen and the inclusion of Saudi            
authorities in the 2018 homicide of columnist Jamal Khashoggi. Enactment has been proposed             
and considered in the 116th Congress to guide the President to pull out U.S. powers from                
threats in Yemen or to restrict or condition U.S.- Saudi protection participation and U.S. arms               
deals. In the midst of rocket and robot assaults on the realm ascribed by U.S. authorities to Iran                  
and Iran-supported Yemenis, President Trump in 2019 sent extra U.S. troops and military gear              
to Saudi Arabia. 
 
Questions to be Considered 
 

● What could your individual/organization propose in terms of coming to a resolution with             
Saudi Arabia or Iran?  
 

● How could Iran or Saudi Arabia increase their power and influence in the region?  
 

● What are some other issues that the Iranian or Saudi Arabian government and their              
supporters would want to discuss?  
 

● Could Iran and Saudi Arabia come to a peace agreement?  
 

● What are some possible solutions to the conflicts in Syria and Yemen? 
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